Sunset Pass Backpack Trip

On the Friday night before the trip started we all gathered at the Rampart Creek Hostel under
dark and ominous clouds. It was a nice cozy setting to sit and get to know each other a little
better and plan out the next day’s outing. It rained most of the night and we were quietly hopeful
that the clouds would burn themselves out while we slept.

The next morning we were up early for breakfast and
the five intrepid backpackers set out for the trail head
under the same dark and threatening skies we had
gone to bed with the night before. After a good warm
up climb we stopped to enjoy the scenery and the view
of the falls - a steady and gradual up but nothing too
hard at this point. It gave us a chance to adjust our
packs and take a few pictures – still no rain in sight!!

Following a few more hours of gradual climbing and hiking through mountain meadows we
reached the campground and to our collective delight, we set up our base camp in a "5 star"
campsite (tables, working bear poles, fire pit and designated tent sites) beside a flowing creek,
protected by a grove of large trees.
After a light lunch, we had the rest of the afternoon to trek to the Pinto Lake lookout and explore
the beautiful meadows and treed glades along the way. Following the previous evening’s rain
the creeks were running a little high so a “boots off” creek crossing over the rocky bottom was
required through the frigid mountain water. I believe they call that a Rocky Mountain pedicure!

We reached the Pinto Lake viewpoint about an hour or so later. The lookout provided a
spectacular vista from where we had a panoramic view of the entire valley. It was a great place
to sit, chat and even work in a mid afternoon nap under the warm afternoon skies.

On cue during the return trip, the sun came out in full force and so did the sunscreen and
sunglasses. With a little time still on our hands, Dion and Amanda suggested we do a little offtrail exploring along the meandering creek we had been following. We were rewarded with a
couple of small waterfalls that probably don’t see too many visitors. Nice touch Dion and
Amanda! There were lots of signs of bear activity on our trek but we did not see any of the
elusive bruins. It was a great way to spend the afternoon.

Back at camp it was time to enjoy a pre-dinner beverage and lots of enthusiastic discussion
about back country recipes, packing tips and other trips we had done. We were accompanied by
hoards of swarming mosquitoes which we battled to a draw with the timely help of deet.
The next morning we awoke to beautiful blue skies and amazing mountain vistas. After packing
up it was time to head down the trail towards the Sunset Outlook trail head. The outlook was a 3
km side trip to a ridge above where the Athabasca and North Saskatchewan rivers meet. It is a
spectacular scene that can really only be appreciated from this high mountain vantage point.

As we continued down we were feeling pretty good about ourselves and our conditioning and
also realizing how much altitude we had gained on the way in. About halfway back to the trail
head we were more than a little humbled when we met a lone trekker pulling a kayak up the
mountain loaded three days of gear. He was lugging it the entire 17 km trip to Pinto Lake. I have
to admit that was a first!
On the road trip back to Red Deer we stopped in Nordegg for a big fat burger and a bottle of
suds – a nice reward for a couple days of physical exercise.
Dion and Amanda helped to make this a memorable trip for everyone involved – infusing it with
upbeat enthusiasm, unique insights and friendly banter. We learned some new backpacking
ideas, enjoyed tasty back country food, and incredible company. Thanks all – Tom.
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